Introduction
Japan's Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) sets down the national courses of study, providing the foundations of the national school curriculum [1] . These courses of study are based on the School Education Act and other laws, and aim to ensure that pupils across Japan receive a uniform standard of education regardless of where they go to school. They set out the learning goals and broad teaching content for each subject at elementary, junior high, and high school, and they also form the basis for compiling textbooks.
The existing courses of study were published in 2008 and are based on the idea of cultivating ''zest for life.'' The revision of the Basic Act on Education in 2006 to include the promotion of teaching that aims to hand down traditions and create new culture is also an important perspective [2] .
The subjects in the current courses of study for elementary and junior high schools that are related to sound include music, science, and home economics (domestic studies). These subjects are basically taken by all pupils as part of their compulsory education. Objectives for music at both elementary level and junior high school level are ''fundamental abilities in musical activitiesm,'' ''a love for music,'' and ''music-making and appraising'' [3, 4] . In science, pupils learn in grade 6 of elementary school that ''electricity can be transformed into light, sound, heat, etc.
[5],'' and in junior high school an objective is ''To enable students to discover that sound is produced by things vibrating and transmitted through the air and other media, as well as the fact that a sound's pitch and volume are related to how the sounding body vibrates, by conducting experiments on sound'' [6] . Junior high school technical arts and home economics (hereinafter ''junior high school home economics'') aim to enable pupils to acquire the skills required for independent life while relating this to the learning content of music and science, as part of the ''connection between sound and life'' [7] .
This paper looks at junior high school home economics, which is closely related to pupils' lives and is in principle taken by all pupils. First, we show how references to sound in junior high school home economics in the national course of study, which sets out the broad educational content for each subject, have changed from 1947 to the present. Then we look at the MEXT-approved textbooks for junior high school home economics and consider how their content is related to the course of study. In doing so, we take the view that any section with words relating to sound in the heading includes references to sound.
2. Changes in references to sound in courses of study and textbooks for junior high school home economics 2.1. Changes in references to sound in junior high school courses of study (related to home economics) The junior high school national courses of study has been revised eight times since the first draft was published in 1947, which was prior to it becoming legally binding (1958) . The current courses of study was published in 2008. References to sound relating to home economics took the form of ''noise prevention'' in the 1977 and 1989 courses of study ( Table 1 ). The courses of study published in 1998 and 2008 include references to sound in their instructions, which set out more detailed guidelines for teachers. In the 1998 version, this was still referrred to as ''noise prevention [8] .'' The course of study in 2008, however, refers to ''the connection between sound and life'' [7] rather than ''noise prevention.'' 2.2. Changes in references to sound in junior high school home economics textbooks We looked at the textbooks published by KA Co. [9] , which was the first private publisher to engage in textbook publishing, and identified the section headings associated with junior high school home economics that included references to sound (Table 2) . We found such references in the approved textbooks dated from 1980 through to 2011. We believe that there are related to the references to sound appearing in the course of study and associated instructions from 1977 onwards.
Next, we considered how references to sound in approved textbooks changed from 1980 to 2011 (currently in use for pupils who started junior high school in 2012). Table 3 shows the headings related to sound in the textbooks. Relevant section headings in approved textbooks until 2005 referred to the prevention of noise, for example, ''Techniques for preventing noise'' (2001) and ''Thinking about rules for how to live'' (2005). We believe these are a response to the idea of ''noise prevention'' in the course of study and associated instructions. However, the relevant section headings in the 2011-approved textbook are ''Life and sound'' and ''Effective techniques for sound control.'' We believe that these are related to the references to sound in the associated instruc-tions, which were amended from ''noise prevention'' to ''the connection between sound and life.'' The text in the ''Life and sound'' section includes the phrase ''pleasant sounds bring tranquility to our lives'' [10] .
References to sound in the 2011-approved junior high school home economics textbooks
The three 2011-approved junior high school home economics textbooks were published by three different publishing companies (KA co. [11] , KY co. [12] , and TO co. [13] ). We investigated and analyzed the references to sound in these three textbooks.
The references are shown in Table 4 and are categorized into chapters, subheadings, diagrams, and other feateres. The subheadings and diagrams in all three textbooks include content relating to noise and sound control. The textbook published by KA co. also includes a section on ''Discovering the local soundscape'' under the ''other'' category (references). Pupils are asked to ''look for local sounds that they would like to pass on to future generations, such as the sounds of living creatures, the sounds of nature, and the sounds of cultural life'' alongside illustrations of birds, the flow of rivers, and fireworks'' [14] . The TO co. textbook also includes a photograph of a summer wind chime, as an item of traditional culture, in the ''other'' category (photographs). It explains that ''a summer wind chime replaces wind with sound and keeps out the summer heat'' [15] . In a separate chapter on home life and the environment, the KY co. textbook refers to ''using summer wind chimes'' alongside an illustration [16] . We argue that these references to sound reflect the ''connection between sound and life'' set out in the course of study, as well as the provisions of the Basic Act of Education to hand down traditions, which was one basis for revising the course of study.
Conclusion
References to sound in junior high school home economics have changed with the changing content of the national courses of study. The current 2011-approved textbooks include content relating to soundscapes and traditional culture as part of the ''connection between sound and life'' in addition to content relating to noise and sound control. Having devised teaching plans relating to noise and sound control in junior high school home economics [17] , we consider that potential exists for developing educational materials for teaching sound that go beyond techniques for noise and sound control and that aim to deepen comprehension of ''the connection between sound and life.''
